







Literature is a unique thing that everyone can learn. Not only a student 
from English Department, but also everyone can study it. The most important 
thing that we can take from literature is the value inside of it. Sometimes, 
explaining the feeling through literature is the best way that we can do. Literature 
has three classifications, including prose, drama, and poetry. In this research, the 
writer conducts a poetry as the main research. Meanwhile, the writer chooses a 
poet written by Emily Bronte entitled “Mild the Mist Upon the Hills”. Moreover, 
the title of the research is “Irony Describing Childhood and Adulthood in Emily 
Bronte‟s “Mild the Mist Upon the Hills” ”. 
Emily Bronte uses the character in her poem that explains her childhood 
and adulthood era. She has some experience that everyone has ever experienced 
them. She also uses some words that show her feeling, and some symbol inside 
the words she uses. The poet draws her life‟s experience through her poem. In this 
case, the writer is interested in analysing the poem. The first is the situational 
irony that describes childhood and adulthood in Emily Bronte‟s “Mild the Mist 
Upon the Hills”, and the second is the situational irony that constitutes the symbol 
of childhood and adulthood in Emily Bronte‟s “Mild the Mist Upon the Hills”. 
The problem stated are analyzed through three theories. They are the theory of 
figure of speech, symbol, and childhood and adulthood. The first theory is figure 





metaphor, hyperbole, personification, irony, and allusion. However, the 
writer only uses one of them, that is irony. This kind of figure of speech can be 
divided into three kinds, that are verbal irony, situational irony, and dramatic 
irony. To make the research easier, the writer only uses the theory of situational 
irony to explain the meaning of the poem. The last theory is symbol. Symbol is an 
object to represent another. It is sometimes to give an additional meaning of a 
word. 
To analyze the data, the writer uses two approaches. The first is structural 
approach. It is related to the word constituent. The second is formalist approach. It 
is dealing with internal analysis of the work of art, social, moral, philosopical, and 
personal material as irrelevant.  
The writer has found the situational irony in this poem. The second stanza 
visualizes the childhood era, and the first stanza visualizes the adulthood era. 
Some symbols are also found related to childhood and adulthood. The line “And 
„neath my father‟s sheltering roof” symbolizes protection, “And near the old hall 
door” symbolizes new experience of life, “I watch this cloudy evening” 
symbolizes gloomy, “blue mists, sweet mists of summer pall” symbolizes hope, 
and the line “The damp stands on the long green grass” symbolizes optimism. 
From this poem, the writer can learn and understand much experience. A 
child always has a very beautiful imagination about the future. He does not know 
the obstacles that may ruin his dream. When a child is asked about his future, he 





era (childhood) to the next era (adulthood) makes her shocked, because it is not as 
beautiful as her imagination in adulthood. A young adult will be stressful in living 
the life. However, if it happens to us, we do not have to be stressful. Although our 
dream does not really happen, but there is still some help from our surrounding. 
Furthermore, people around us will give some help if there are some problems. 
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